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Abstract—Vehicle road network has become the development direction of the future transport system. In this paper, semantic modeling of car road network is built, semantic integration and sharing problems of heterogeneous networking information is solved. The Group car intelligent perception and effective cognitive method is explored. The dynamic traffic flow guidance strategies is proposed, to realize intelligent processing of massive car road network information.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the high speed development of economy and the improvement of people's living standard, in recent years our country automobile industry showed leap type development. In the end of 2013, car ownership reach 137000000 vehicles, forecast it will reach 200000000 vehicles in 2020. But the attendant problem of traffic congestion, traffic accidents, environmental pollution and energy shortage has become a common problem the world facing.

Transportation, automobile manufacturing and other traditional separation industry is moving toward integrating with information communication, with the progress and application of the Internet, the Internet of things, cloud computing, data technology. At present, China's automobile industry developing at a surprising speed, with vigorously push forward of this emerging industry the Internet of things in our country the 12th five-year plan, make the intelligent transportation system of vehicle road network has become the development direction of the future transport system.

Vehicle road network is one of the most effective industry that promote the industrialization deply fuse information. Vehicle road network industry influence surface is very wide, value spread widely, led and radiation ability is very strong, from the automobile consumer services, automotive design and manufacturing, vehicle maintenance to finance and insurance, public transportation management, logistics and transport, urban public management etc. In addition, the development of vehicle road network will also improve the basic contradiction of social traffic, including the contradiction between personal travel demand and traffic efficiency, the contradiction between travel safety and public traffic safety, the contradiction between energy saving and carbon emission. Therefore, the vehicle road network technology is practical meaningful to study on the development of China's automobile industry.

This paper will carry on deeply research on semantic modeling, intelligent information perception and traffic route guidance on issues such as road of vehicle road network on the basis of previous studies. To provide guidance for the development of intelligent transportation system of China.

II. SEMANTIC MODELING OF CAR ROAD NETWORK

The heterogeneous of vehicle road network information must be solved firstly to complete the vehicle road network information integration. Ontology is an effective technology to realize semantic integration. If the ontology method is introduced in the knowledge expression of car road network, the recognized or default or implicit knowledge of car road network can be expressed by a display, and formal way, complete semantic integration of vehicle road network, realize knowledge semantic sharing of vehicle road network intelligent traffic control system.

Definition method of ontology in the field of car networking is described as follows.

A. Definition

Ontology of car network is a formal description of concept, relations, attributes connected in the field of car Network, defined as a five tuple: O= (C, I, R, A, F).

Where: C is the concept set of car networking, is a collection of basic concept car in the car networking, is the result of the abstraction of example, its implication have clear description. I is the collection of instance, is specific instance of concept set. R is a collection of relationship, including the relations between concept and concept, between association association, between concepts and association, association type can be the mapping that one to one, one to many, many to many. A is a set of attribute, is the description of the concept and feature of relation. F is a set of axiom, express the constraint rules between these elements.

III. RESEARCH SCOPE OF CAR NETWORKING ONTOLOGY

Vehicle road network relates to two fields the intelligent transportation and networking, is the overlap that the two large-scale system in highway traffic application domain.
in the analysis of vehicle road network knowledge field, It is necessary to consider the intelligence services that be provided in Intelligent Transportation and also consider the interconnection characteristics between car and car, between vehicles and infrastructure. Therefore, the vehicle road network research range can be determined as three sub field: service management field which provide intelligent traffic service, based equipment field which complete the basic functions of the Internet of things, knowledge management field that Implement effectively connecting with infrastructure and services. the field division of the relevant vehicle road network as shown in Figure 1.

IV. INTELLIGENT PERCEPTION OF GROUP OF VEHICLE

Figure 2 is the application hierarchical structure chart of perception layer. In the figure sensing layer of car road network is divided into sensing device layer, equipment network layer, equipment coordination layer. Where, sensing device layer can be abstracted as the sensing component, controlled components, the sensing component includes sensors, RFID, bar code, intelligent detection instrument, controlled components include valve switch, relay, some actuator device that work according to the logic relation, to realize the functions such as signal acquisition, processing, control. Equipment network layer includes various bus such as CAN bus, RS-485 bus, or wireless such as WSN, Bluetooth, WiFi etc, to realize communication connection between the sensing equipment and sensing equipment, between the sensing equipment and gateway of vehicle road network. Equipment coordination layer is gateway of car road network, to realize the unified management of the sensing device, make the sensing layer more real-time and reliable through the real-time scheduling.

V. TRAFFIC ROUTE GUIDANCE

The design of function of intelligent traffic route guidance system.

The system has function of the vehicle positioning, map browsing, optimal route guidance. The basic structure of the system is consists of five parts, as shown in Figure 3.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper carry on deeply research on semantic modeling, intelligent information perception and traffic route guidance on issues such as road of vehicle road network on the basis of previous studies. To provide guidance for the development of intelligent transportation system of China.
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